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Information provided in this presentation is for informational purposes only and is subject to change. Neither this presentation nor any information gained from it are binding on the Government. Only the final RFP issued to Industry will be binding upon the Government.

FedBizOpps will be the method of notification for releases such as (but not limited to): Industry Day, draft PWS, draft Sections L and M, draft solicitation and final solicitation.

Please continue to monitor FedBizOpps for any releases or updates to this acquisition.

Business Case Analysis (BCA) was approved by the Army Acquisition Executive on 2 SEP 2014.
ITES-2S Summary

- Sixteen (16) indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contracts
- Firm fixed price, time and material, cost reimbursable
- Contract life: 9 years including options (expires for ordering April 2015, with performance through April 2017)
- Open to Army, DoD, and Federal agencies
- Program maximum: $20 Billion across all contracts for life of contracts
- No contract access fee

- J&A in staffing with Army Contracting Command – Rock Island
- Request to extend ordering period by 36 months
- $5.8B Contract Ceiling Available
ITEES-3S Overview

- Planned scope: The Army has an ongoing requirement to support the Army enterprise infrastructure and infostructure goals with information technology (IT) services worldwide.
- Anticipated vehicle: Multiple award task order (MATO) indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ)
- Period of performance: 5-year base; one 4-year option
- Orders will be fixed price, time & materials and cost reimbursable
- NAICS: #541519 Other Computer Related Services, $27.5 Million
ITES-3S Overview

- Restricted Suite – Award to top 14 small business contractors
  - No regard to sub categories
- Unrestricted Suite – Award to top 10 contractors regardless of size
- Fair Opportunity can be limited to the restricted primes if “rule of two” exists
- Restricted Primes will be able to propose on all Unrestricted tasks
- All tasks competed under restricted pool will be subject to limitations of subcontracting at the task order level
  - Contractors will need to submit reports to verify actual percentage at TO level
- All TO valued under $150K will be required to be restricted
- All TO valued under $5M will complete a brief capability review by restricted suites prior to being issued under unrestricted
  - A 3-day turn around for small business primes to provide capability brief demonstrating ability of restricted primes to meet requirements and comply with limitations of subcontracting
ITES 3S Task Areas

- Cybersecurity Services
  - Information Assurance & Information Systems Security
- Information Technology Services
- Business Process Reengineering
- Enterprise Design, Integration & Consolidation
- Network/System Operation & Maintenance
- Telecommunications/System Operation & Maintenance
- IT Supply Chain Management
- IT Education & Training
Army’s strategy for data center hosting appears to be shifting from a ‘DISA-first’ methodology

A ‘race to the bottom’ on labor rates

Timely evaluation of industry proposals if there are a significant number of responses